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SPECIAL EDITION: BAR DINNER 2016
The Cape Bar held its annual 
dinner on Friday, 4 November 2016 
at the Cape Town City Hall.   Tanya 
Golden SC, the Chairperson of 
the Cape Bar Council, welcomed 
everyone.

During her speech, Golden SC 
emphasised the importance of 
the image of the bar. She said:

“With the consistent growth in 
black membership, there is an 
acknowledgment and recognition 
that the identity of the Cape Bar 

is fast changing.  The current discourse on transformation in the advocates’ 
profession however reveals a disconnect between the needs of black 
advocates in particular, and the cemented traditions of the bar.  And when I 
refer to the bar in this context, I refer to the profession as a whole as this is not 
unique to the Cape Bar. This disconnect demonstrates the need not only to 
change but to transform. 

The plain dictionary meaning describes 
‘transformation’ as a marked change in 
form, nature or appearance with synonyms 
such as alteration, modification, revision, 
metamorphosis and evolution.  But 
what does transformation mean for the 
bar? To me, a change in the racial and 
gender composition is but one indicator 
of transformation, but it is certainly not 
just about demographics and a change 
in complexion. It is about cultural identity, 
removing prejudices and assumptions 
of ability based on race and gender, 
and providing an enabling bias-free 
environment where black and female 
advocates can be given opportunities to 
pursue a fulfilling career.  If you are South 
African, and if you live in South Africa, then 
you must know that transformation is not 
a choice. And if we don’t transform as a 
bar, we will perish. In the words of Friedrich 
Nietzsche, one of the first existentialist 
philosophers,   “The snake which cannot 
cast its skin has to die. As well the minds which are prevented from changing 
their opinions; they cease to be mind.”

There is honour in being a member of the Cape Bar. Let us dispel the 
unfounded narrative that has been peddled in the media that the Cape Bar is 
anti-transformation and that we are unwilling to transform. Let us continue to 
implement our vision to work together toward a fully transformed bar and let 
us not be distracted by political rhetoric and political posturing.” 

Our Judge President came to 
bid farewell to his retired Deputy 
Judge President Traverso and 
recently retired Judge Blignault.  
This was the first time since 
his appointment as Judge 
President that the Cape Bar has 
had the honour and privilege of 
hosting him.  We hope that there 
will be many future occasions. 

Toast to 
Deputy Judge 
President 
Goilath and Judge Nuku
Van Rooyen SC was tasked with a toast to 
our newly elected DJP, Goliath, and the 
elevation of Nuku J to the bench.  His toast 
not only provided insight into a formidable 
woman who has accepted the load of three 
weighty letters (DJP) as well as a glimpse 
of a cool, calm and collected man, but 
also the views of the press on some of our 
most pressing issues this year.  Some of the 
highlights follow.

“We wake up in the morning not knowing 
what black swan event will give our 
economy yet another “klap”. We are in the 
grip of depression about state capture, 
university protests and virtually non-
existent growth. But, said Mondli Makhanya in City Press last week: “The 
country’s adherence to a rule of law culture is still something to write home 
about”. A week earlier, the 2016 rule of law index was released by the World 
Justice Project in Washington. The index measures how the rule of law is 
experienced by citizens of 113 countries on all continents. While it may seem 
predictable that South Africa will come out tops among the sub-Saharan 
countries surveyed, the country was also a respectable 43rd globally. “The 
factor that pushes South Africa up”, according to Makhanya, is the integrity 
of the judiciary. Yesterday, the chief economist of Stanlib said: “While the 
alleged extent of state capture is alarming, and would weigh against South 
Africa’s credit rating, the fact that the country’s legal institutional capacity is 
able to reveal the capture is a clear positive. That, together with other recent 
political developments, should help avoid a downgrade”. This importance 
of the judiciary leaves heads of court and their deputies with a significant 
responsibility to ensure that courts function smoothly.”

Dicker SC, Golden SC

Order of the event

Judge President Hlophe

Deputy Judge President Goliath
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On the DJP, Van Rooyen SC provided the following insight:  

“According to the ‘Judges Matter’ website, Judge Goliath became a member 
of this important group of women and men “after a rather tame interview 
compared to some of her other colleagues”. An analysis of Judge Goliath’s 
history explains why her interview was tame. There simply was no controversy 
to be discussed.  Her academic qualifications and publications reflect a 
passion for the law. She has three law degrees including an LLM, a certificate 
in Labour Law and a diploma in Insolvency Law. Her published articles in De 
Rebus cover a variety of subjects such as prisoners of war, imprisonment of 
minors, gun control, trademarks and human trafficking.”  

Van Rooyen SC went on to describe Judge Goliath as “a woman of the world”. 

“She has travelled extensively and her broad involvement in the legal 
community is evident from a variety of training sessions, workshops and 
seminars that she has attended… Judge Goliath is not only in touch with 
the glamorous part of the world, though. While she was practising as an 
attorney, she rendered pro bono services to disadvantaged communities, 
she was a committee member of the Salvation Army and she has been active 
in charitable projects of the Methodist Church.  Her value as a role model, 
particularly to women, cannot be overstated. Speak to Judge Salie-Hlophe, 
for example, and she will tell you how Judge Goliath inspired her while she was 
the DJP’s junior at the side-bar.”

Van Rooyen SC further went on to describe the DJP’s energy capacity and 
her accomplishment as a snow skier, perfectly setting the scene for the DJP 
by expressing his belief that the DJP’s “ability to deal with slippery slopes will 
stand her in good stead in her capacity as DJP”.

“Within a matter of months in her position as DJP, Judge Goliath has shown 
that she is more than up to the task. She has demonstrated an ability to keep 
the reins tight whilst being accessible and whilst bringing out the best in the 
people around her.

Judge Goliath, celebrating your appointment with you is even more special in 
a year when the chair and deputy chair of the Cape Bar Council are female. 
You are not running the risk of associating with an untransformed old boys’ 
club. If you do not have the information yet, I am sure that the chair of the Bar 
Council will furnish you with the details of our transformation programs that 
speak for themselves. Hopefully they are heard above the voices of those who 
ignore the facts because they do not suit their agendas.”

In his closing, Van Rooyen SC reflected modestly on his 28 years at the Bar, 
describing himself as a relative babe in the woods compared to, for example, 
Hodes SC, and remarked on how the sight of “the beautiful people in this 
room” makes one realise that “whilst it is a work in progress, the face of the 
Cape Bar has changed significantly over the past three decades.”

Van Rooyen SC ended off by inviting the DJP to join the Cape Bar on “this 
continuous journey of transformation of the bar and to engage us in the event 
of any reservations about our endeavours.” He reminded us of our own Rosa 
Parks moment when, “courtesy of apartheid laws, the first black advocate at 
the Cape Bar was not allowed to robe in the ‘whites only’ robing room at Court. 
This shameless discrimination raised the ire of the then Judge President and, 
in solidarity with their colleague, the other members of the Cape Bar refused 
to use the robing rooms. Since that day, we have been robing in our chambers 
and we have been walking to court robed, not because we want to pretend 
that we are on our way to protect Gotham City, but to show what we are made 
of.  Judge Goliath, we welcome you as the Deputy Judge President of this 
Division. You can count on our support.”

About the cool, calm and collected man, Van Rooyen SC said this:

“The only new appointment to the Cape Bench this year is Judge Lister Nuku 
who unfortunately cannot be here tonight. Years ago, when Judge Nuku, as 
a young attorney appeared before me in arbitrations from time to time, he 
was always courteous and unflappable.  After 20 years at the sidebar, he has 
brought those good qualities with him to the bench.  We wish Judge Nuku 
many happy years on the bench.”

Reply by Deputy Judge President 
Goliath
The Deputy Judge President, Patricia Goliath, delivered a speech to be 
remembered for years to come. After her welcome address, she gave honour 
and praise to the Grace of God for leading her, thanked the bar for celebrating 
special occasions such as these and congratulated all who were being toasted 
that evening. Although the editorial team would have liked to publish the 
entire speech verbatim, space was limited. We do, however, include as much 
of the speech as space allows:

“When I was recommended for the position of DJP the JP and I had our first 
meeting. During our discussion he asked me whether I have anything to add, 
and I said yes, I have one request. And he asked me “what is your request 
my sister?” I asked him, “Will you allow me to have my own voice?”. He 
immediately responded “absolutely, I do not need a praise singer or someone 
who pat me on my back merely to please me”. This set the foundation for 
our working relationship and is evident in the everyday management of the 
division where my views are allowed and encouraged. I would like to thank 
the JP for mentoring me, giving me the space to grow, and allowing me to be 
my true authentic self. I can say without hesitation that the division is in good 
hands. I would also like to thank all the Judges in this division for their support 
since my appointment. It does not go unnoticed.

I would like to commend the former DJP Traverso for her outstanding 
contribution to the profession. I said it before and I will say it again. Judge 
Jeanette Traverso’s name will be written in the history books of South Africa, 
second only to Judge Leonora van den Heever. Because of Judge Traverso I 
can now say; “if she can do it, so can I”. She carried the torch for women, and I 
will continue to do so. She has laid a solid foundation for me to continue.

As you have heard, travelling is one of my passions. I have seen many 
countries, cities and towns. People look different, dress different, speak 
different, eat different food and have different cultures but yet, we all have 
one thing in common, and that is our humanity. What I have learnt from my 
travels is that we are all so different, yet we are all the same.  I have also 
developed a heightened sense of awareness of the natural beauty of our 
Planet, and the importance and beauty of diversity.” 

The DJP elaborated on Van Rooyen SC’s introduction of her as an 
accomplished snow skier by sharing some important life lessons that she 
learned through the intricate process of skiing. 

“One thing that is guaranteed when you learn to ski is that you will fall. Skiing 
teaches us that once you fall, you only have one option and that is to get 
back up. The process of falling and getting up teaches us persistence and 
resilience. You can never let a temporary setback make you stop trying. While 
we all fall in life, it is those who view falling as an opportunity to learn who 
ultimately succeed in life. 

Once you reach the top of the mountain with the ski lift, you exit the lift. At 
this point you can no longer quit or turn back. The only way to go is down. 
You can only move forward to navigate the slope. By looking back, you will 
hinder yourself from moving forward. In life, we must be mindful not to look 
backward and to live in the past. We need to move forward to get to where 
we want to be…

Learning a new skill takes patience.  Patience allows us to make sound 
decisions and not to expect quick results or instant gratification. We learn to 
be more accepting of things that need time. Because it takes time, we know it 
takes hard work and we must expect set-backs. Cultivating patience teaches 
us to see the bigger picture. Patience is a virtue we can all benefit from since 
we know that good things come to those who wait. 

When you start to navigate the slope, of utmost importance is your balance. 
In life, we need to balance our emotional, spiritual, personal and professional 
life.
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Skiing is actually a long series of connected turns in order to successfully 
navigate a slope. The turns are important to navigate obstacles and bumps, 
and to slow you down and give you direction. Life is full of twists, turns, 
obstacles; bumps that we need to navigate successfully in order for us to 
reach our goals.

Turning is a very difficult and important skill to learn. In order to turn you need 
to lead with one ski and let the other follow. So with turning we learn how to 
lead and follow. Being a good leader requires humility, courage, kindness, 
flexibility and vision. To follow requires listening, humility, flexibility, trust and 
good judgment. In life, we don’t want to follow blindly. We want to follow only 
what is good for us. 

As a leader, perhaps I need to pause and state what my vision is – Peace, 
Harmony and Unity and strengthening the relationship between Bar and 
Bench.

One of the most fundamental skills of skiing is to be able to stop. It can be 
very dangerous if you don’t know how and when to stop. People need to learn 
to pause and stop and re-evaluate situations in life.  Being able to stop or 
change something is an important life skill.  We must be able to stop an action, 
thought, feeling or destructive habit. If conduct is not conducive to achieve 
Peace, Unity and building relationships it needs to stop. It allows us to pause 
and change the course and do what is best.

Once you reach the end of the run, you turn back and look at the mountain. 
As a skier, there are always many mountains to conquer, like in life. When you 
look back at the mountain you can say, if I can conquer this mountain, I can 
conquer anything. In life, we must face all our mountains and conquer it.

I just want to warn all the intellectuals here this evening. A life lesson I have 
learnt from skiing is that your textbooks, computer and you-tube cannot 
help you to master the skill. Take my word; there is also no edition of Skiing 
for Dummies. You must be able to observe and learn. Observe your fellow 
skiers and instructor in order to master the correct technique. Thereafter you 
must observe yourself in an attempt to execute the correct technique. … Lao 
Tzu said: “Knowing others is intelligence; knowing yourself is true wisdom. 
Mastering others is strength; mastering yourself is true power”.

You must never be complacent and stay on the easy green slopes. In life 
we can avoid risks and stay in our comfort zones. In doing so, we will never 
know our true potential. We will never be able to grow and know what is on 
the other side, and experience life to the fullest. It is important for us to try 
new experiences. Sometimes we need to take a leap of faith and challenge 
ourselves to get out of our comfort zones and go beyond the boundaries we 
have set for ourselves.

To be able to ski you must believe in yourself and your capabilities. You need 
to tackle the slope on your own, controlling your own body. This teaches us 
self-reliance. As a skier, I never stop learning. Every run is an opportunity to 
change the way I do something, and every mountain is a place that holds a 
new challenge and experience.”

The DJP concluded with the following words:

“In my current position as DJP I am once again on a high mountain on a 
challenging run, which I have to navigate. I have started my run and need 

to draw from the lessons learnt. I must have patience with those who fear 
change because I am aware that getting out of our comfort zone can be 
uncomfortable for many and simply dreadful for some…. When I fall, I will rise. 
I will observe and learn, and be mindful when to stop and change direction.  I 
will lead, and I will follow as my position demands. I will not follow blindly, but 
I will move forward confidently and fearlessly. I will conquer this mountain. 
Thank You.”

Toast to Deputy Judge President 
Traverso and Judge Blignault

Fitzgerald SC toasted retired Deputy Judge President Traverso and retired 
Judge Blignault while sharing some recollections about them with the 
attendees.  Both Traverso DJP and Blignault J had been members of the Cape 
Bar before their elevation to the bench of the Western Cape High Court.

Both retirees made speeches thanking those who toasted them.

Traverso DJP began her service on the bench in 1994.  She was appointed to 
the office of DJP in 2001 as the first woman to hold that position, retiring at 
the end of 2014 as the second most senior judge in the Western Cape.  Her 
position was filled by Goliath DJP earlier this year.

Blignault started his career as an attorney, conveyancer and notary, joining 
the Cape Bar in 1975 and taking silk in 1989.  He served on the Bar Council for 
14 years, as Chairperson from 1994 – 96.  He had a busy commercial practice 
at the bar and undertook acting appointments during 1996, 1997 and 1998 
before being elevated to a permanent position at the end of 1998.

Dinner in progress

Appoles, Daniels

Cassim, e Camara

Dzai, Golden SC, Duminy SC

Crookes, Coetzee, Cassim, Kahn

Dzai, Matsala, Mokhoaetsi
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Pillay

Joseph, Barthus Matsala, Golden SC

Freund SC, Hathorn SC, Judge Binns-Ward, Mahomed

MacWilliam SC, e Camara, Goodman SC

Pre-dinner drinks

Joubert, Matsala, Neser, Ruther, Viljoen, Foster Pillay, Golden SC, Buikman SC, Mahomed, Bawa SC

Magona, Davis, Dicker SC, Mahomed

Titus, Kusevitsky

Steyn, Engelbrecht (NPA)
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Seventeen was the number. Due to delays caused by governmental 
tardiness, the 2016 Bar Dinner was the platform for the honouring 
of no less than seventeen new silks, a record. As Fagan SC put it, it 
sounds like a record by Adele.

The job of toasting (or roasting, as the case may be) these individuals 
fell to Acton and Fagan SC. It could be said that they had the easiest 
job of the night. By the time they came to the podium, the evening 
and the meal had reached an advanced stage. The audience had 
digested both the rib-eye steak and the downhill skiing metaphor and 
was ready for some levity.

2013 Group
Acton began by expressing his suspicions that he had been selected 
to make a speech as a result of his previous involvement in a video 
that was screened at a previous Bar Dinner. The video depicted 
Hitler’s reaction to finding out that Gauntlett SC’s application to the 
JSC for a post on the bench had been turned down. Concerned that 
rumours of his comedic ability had been greatly exaggerated, Acton 
resolved to try to be funnier than Hitler.

The group of ten silks of 2013 had waited so long for the granting of 
their letters patent that they earned the nickname “sine die silks”.

Acton likened the sine die silks to birds and set about trying to provide 
a field guide to enable new juniors to better identify them in the wild. 
Among them he identified Hoary Pufflegs, Loons, Coots, Birds of 
Prey, some Bustards and a few Tits.

Acton was forced to concede that the group of 10 silks, who were the 
subject of the toast, were an impressive bunch when it came to their 
achievements. Among the group were ex-attorneys, ex-prosecutors, 
ex-state advocates, ex-criminal magistrates, ex-civil magistrates, 
ex-wives and ex-husbands. There were: a family advocate, several 
acting judges in this and other divisions, 6 masters degrees, 1 doctor 
of philosophy, 2 Fulbright fellowships and 2 Rhodes scholarships. 
They included members of almost every bar sub-committee, the 
chairs, past and present of several committees, six published writers, 
a genuine struggle hero, the chairperson of the Cape Bar and the first 
mate on an ocean going vessel. 

A vignette was provided of each of the silks who had been 
recommended by the Cape Bar Council as early as 2013. Issues of 
space do not allow for the printing of the full account of each of them, 
but the highlights can be summarised as follows:

Iain Bremridge SC is an ex-security guard, whose elevation to silk is 
largely to be credited to the Camps Bay Ratepayers’ Association and 
who, like most sailors, is fond of a drink.  Bremridge SC plays golf and 
may be the love child of Pincus SC.  His friends believe he will be the 
next Judge President.

Paul Farlam SC is a very accomplished lawyer and academic. He is 
also overly nosy and can be somewhat catty as an opponent. Other 
members who have encountered him in a state of high anxiety have 
found it difficult to work out what he was driving at as Farlam SC has 

a vocal register which can, on occasion, only be heard by dogs. His 
application for silk revealed the most unusual reason as to why he 
should be awarded silk, namely that many attorneys thought that he 
already was one. 

Tanya Golden SC is a political animal with a swathe of academic 
awards and a clearly charted path through the political minefield 
of the Cape Bar culminating in her becoming the Chairperson. She 
has dubious connections to someone known only as ‘Minnesota 
Moneyboss’.

Peter Hathorn SC is a principled patriot, with a terrible taste in hats. 
He is quiet and unassuming. Hathorn SC is undaunted by intimidating 
arenas such as the Supreme Court of Appeal or the Constitutional 
Court because they pale when compared with the operating 
conditions in the Detentions Barracks at Voortrekkerhoogte, where 
he spent a considerable period of time.

Ranjan Jaga SC is a distinguished greying gentleman for whose 
elevation the Minister of Justice should take some credit, having 
been represented by him on many occasions. Suspicions abound 
that delay on the part of the Minister in signing the letters patent of 
the sine die silks was precipitated by fear of the increase in Jaga SC’s 
fees that was likely to occur upon his being granted silk.

Michael Janisch SC was already an accomplished lawyer before 
coming to the bar. His boyish looks are disarming, making him difficult 
to spot in a group of junior counsel or younger people in general. 
Janisch SC’s skill at drafting is well-known and his penchant for 
endurance events should stand him in good stead to take part in 
litigation which also features Butler SC or Scholtz SC.

Janet McCurdie SC is a shadowy and secret enigma who is strangely 
effusive when discussing matters in which she is involved. McCurdie 
SC can be impatient and  forthright and this landed her in trouble 
with the Bar Council when she described an opposing client by using 
a four letter word in Afrikaans which he failed to understand meant 
that she was calling him a cardboard container.

Michelle Norton SC is an academic wunderkind with a doctorate 
in philosophy from Oxford University. Her academic record is so 
accomplished that one could be forgiven for thinking that her maiden 
name was “Laude”. Norton SC was described lovingly by her friends 
as “a typical Natal lefty”. Her Rhodes Scholarship was even better 
than Farlam’s.

Mohamed Salie SC is a force for change, as his previous application 
for silk status brought down an entire Bar Council. On the Cape Bar 
Website, Salie SC set out a niche practice, which he described as 
“commercial, constitutional, criminal, family, labour, personal injury, 
public law, shipping and tax (solely criminal prosecutions)”.

Mark Sher SC is somewhat of a Luddite who seems to struggle to 
come to grips with modern technology. He chaired the illustrious 
finance committee of the 6th Floor Keerom Street, racily calling itself 
‘Advocates Six’. Sher SC failed to garner any recommendations on 
LinkedIn for skills in either Microsoft Word or Public Speaking.

THE MOST SILKS YET
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Reply by McCurdie SC 
and Norton SC
Acton’s toast to the 2013 group was replied to by Norton SC and 
McCurdie SC who penned and delivered a piece titled “Estrogen 
Tsunami”.  It reads as follows:

On the occasion of an unprecedented influx of women into the ranks 
of silk at the Cape Bar, some reflections on the challenges which they 
faced in their ascent...

M: It’s not just the objectification. It’s the patronising attitude. The 
names we have to put up with. Girlie.  Skattie.

J: Bitch.
 Although I am fine with Queen Bitch. And then of course the 

stereotypes ....
M: Exactly. An attorney stopped me in the passage a few months 

ago and asked for coffee.
J: Were you carrying a tray?
M: No.
J: What were you wearing?
M: Umm…black suit…white shirt… 
J: Hmm. Well, perhaps you were looking too friendly. Women in 

our profession can’t afford to look friendly. It gets mistaken for 
weakness. Nobody would ever have asked Traverso for coffee.

M: I have been trying to look more forbidding. But you know, there 
is just so much to remember, as a professional woman.

J: I know. 
M: I’ve been reading Nice Girls Don’t Get the Corner Office.
J: Ah yes, the 101 mistakes that working women make.
M: 133 actually. Never look uncertain or apologise.
J: Keep your voice at a low pitch and don’t talk too fast.
M: Remember to make direct eye contact.
J: Without staring weirdly.
M: Avoid touchy-feely language. 
J: Avoid touchy-feely anything.
M: Don’t tilt your head.
J: Don’t smile inappropriately.
M: But don’t stop smiling altogether because then you will appear 

humourless.
M: And monitor your carbonation level.
J: Your what? 
M: Your carbonation level. Your verbal and nonverbal energy.
 “Women, more than men, are guilty of overcarbonation, 

because we feel responsible for making everyone happy. 
Conversely, if a woman has previously been given the message 
that she’s too bubbly or emotional, she can fall into the trap 
of appearing undercarbonated, or flat and unanimated. 
Consciously strive to strike a balance between over- and 
under-carbonation.” 

J:  Seriously? I have so been doing everything wrong.
M: If we’d known all this earlier, we could have been silks years ago. 

Although I’m not sure where we’d have found the time to read 
law reports.

2014 Group
Fagan SC was called upon to propose a toast to Jannie Van der 
Merwe SC, Pieter Vivier SC, Nazreen Bawa SC, Con Joubert SC, 
Pieter Van Eeden SC and André Smalberger SC. There was a seventh 
silk but his name escaped Fagan SC at the time of beginning his 
speech.

Before dealing with the individuals making up the group, Fagan SC 
entertained the guests with somewhat of a retrospective of 2016. 
He marked the passing of McDougall SC and pointed out that Desai 
J remained in his role of protector of the public against the Western 
Cape Government, the City of Cape Town and the Cape Bar Council.

Fagan SC chillingly observed that, at the 2015 Bar Dinner, no silks had 
been honoured and 260 guests had attended. This year 17 silks were 
honoured and only 170 guests were in attendance. He concluded 
reliably that the current group of silks had at least 90 enemies.

Pondering the future of the bar, Fagan SC asked what would happen 
if no new advocates were admitted. He concluded that disaster 
would follow as everyone would eventually be a silk and there would 
be nobody to write Hodes’ heads for him.

Fagan SC lamented the fact that his group of seven new silks had not 
achieved academic heights of Acton’s “perfect ten”. He struggled to 
find appropriate collective metaphors to describe the seven, and 
was forced to reject “The Magnificent Seven” as a result. 

Fagan SC tried “The Seven Dwarfs” but he could only find places 
for Van Eeden SC as ‘Bashful’ and Bawa SC as ‘Happy’. He tried 
the ‘Seven Days’ of the Judeo-Christian creation story, but only 
Vivier SC was a fit for this one on account of the number of humans 
that he had created. His last idea was “The Seven Wonders of the 
World”. It seemed appropriate for Smalberger SC for, as Fagan 
SC commented, he is “so vast, so immovable, so very, very old”. 
However, neither Joubert SC nor Vivier SC matched the analogy due 
to their having attended the Colossus of Stellenbosch rather than 
the Colossus of Rhodes.

The audience learned much from Fagan SC about the 2014 silk 
intake. We learned that Van Eeden SC married the rag queen and 
that his colleagues use short sharp nouns to describe him. We 
learned that Smalberger SC used to court women by inviting them to 
symphony concerts, using his parents’ tickets. We discovered that 
Joubert SC was considered “left wing” at Stellenbosch University 
because he founded a non-racial rugby team. We were given an 
insight into the gentleman who is Vivier SC and informed that he and 
Joubert were described by caring colleagues as “vaal, droë ouens 
wat maar net werk”. We learned that Van der Merwe SC once owned 
a nightclub but that he was still less interesting than Borgstrom.

Fagan SC concluded that the seven silks of 2014 were well suited 
to the alternative career that has been opened up to silks, that of 
permanent acting judge.

Before he concluded with the toast Fagan SC remembered that the 
seventh silk that was being honoured was Derek Harms SC.
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Reply by Smalberger SC
Smalberger SC rose to reply on behalf of the 2014 silks, whom he 
berated for “doing a Gupta” on him - that is fleeing at the first sign of 
trouble and leaving him behind.  He then promised not to emulate 
the CEO of a well-known parastatal by bursting into tears following 
Fagan SC’s rude comments.
  
He mentioned that he felt the same sense of relief at arriving at the 
end of Fagan SC’s speech as had the late Judge Hennie Erasmus in 
the decision of Francis v Sharp 2004 (3) 230 (C) at 246 G.  There, 
when arriving at Fagan’s 28th exception Ersamus J said “I arrive 
now, if I may use the words of Tindall JA in Osman v Jhavary and 
Others (supra at 369), ‘not without a sense of relief, at the last of the 
exceptions which has to be decided’”.   Smalberger SC pointed out 
to the younger members that if one types “Fagan” and “exception” 
into the Jutastat search engine thousands of hits come up.  If 
one searches for “Fagan” and “point in limine”, the search engine 
requests more specificity, asking “which one?”  

He also told the story of calling Fagan SC to congratulate him when 
he took silk, and asking how one knew when the time was right to 
apply.  Fagan SC’s answer was “when you get tired of hearing Hodes 
SC read out your heads of argument, and read them out incorrectly” 
(Smalberger SC added that, having listened to Fagan SC’s speech, 
he thought that reading them out incorrectly might be beneficial to 
the argument).
 
The Cape Bar was thanked on behalf of Smalberger SC’s co-honorees 
for honouring the 2014 group and paying for their dinner.  He noted in 
particular how pleased he was to see Dickerson SC in the audience, 
and how nice it was that the latter got to pay for a meal for a change.  

Finally, he recalled how his wife says that all members of the bar 
seem to be ‘odd’ (adding that she should know being married to one, 
having a sister who is one, a sister-in-law who was one once, and 
a father-in-law who was also one once).   He mused that his wife’s 
views may be clouded due to spending too much time with the likes 
of Muller SC, Woodland SC, Kirk-Cohen SC, McClarty SC, Dickerson 
SC and Fitzgerald SC, but added that he saw ‘being odd’ as a virtue, 
since the people who make the greatest contributions in life tend to 
be – at least a little – ‘odd’.

The long-serving Chairperson of the Cape Bar’s Functions Committee, 
Dicker SC, summed up the whole event in these words: 

“The 2016 Cape Bar Dinner was held at the City Hall, Darling Street, 
Cape Town on Friday, 4 November.  The venue, which is synonymous 
with music and philharmonic orchestra concerts, is so popular that 
it had to be booked two years in advance.   While beautiful, it was 
not without its challenges: the seating in the auditorium had to be 
removed, temporary kitchens and bar facilities set up and all the 
tables, chairs, cutlery, crockery and the like had to be out-sourced. 
 
All that being said, the City Hall looked beautiful  and those attending 
– we hosted the Judge President for the first time, the new Deputy 
Judge President, as well as current and retired judges - seemed most 
enamoured with the ambience.  Although the evening was long, 
having regard to all the honourees, it seems to have been a great 
success.  

Congratulations and thanks to the functions committee, the guest 
speakers, sponsors as well as the Bar’s own Fransch with his wonderful 
group of musicians.”

 Venue set for dinner

Fransch, accompanied by pianist

Alasdair Sholto-Douglas SC 
Rob Acton 

Sascha e Câmara 
Tanya Rudman
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Overview
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ways in which PAIA fails to give full effect to its aim and 
makes reference to the manner in which the right of access 
to information is protected in Germany, the UK, the USA, 
Canada, India and Australia. Case law up to mid-October is 
dealt with, albeit that the January 2016 amendments in PAIA 
are included.
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